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Nixon impeachment suggestions mount
BULLETIN: A tkla pioraliiy ol 44
per cent of Americans qaritioatd since
Satarday nigfct la a triealllk poll lay
Ikev favor unpeacklag President
Nixon. NBC Newt taid last night
NBC taid tke poll, ceaaacted (or Ike
artwork by Ike Oliver Qaayle orgaatlatloa, skewed 4] per ceal of aearly
l.Mt peraoai contacted opposed
Impeachment, aad IS per ceal were

\
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WASHINGTON (API - Demands for
impeachment of President Nixon or his
resignation mounted yesterday as
officials in Washington prepared for a
barrage of formal actions in the Watergate tapes confrontation
Sen Daniel K. Inouye l> ll.iw.ni . a
member of the Senate Watergate com-

mittee, called for Nixon's resignation.
Americans "have suffered enough''
and "must be spared this new pain and
trauma." Inouye told a national convention of the AFL-CIO
The labor organization voted that
Nixon should resign or be impeached if
he didn't.
The "new pain and trauma"
exploded Saturday when Nixon fired
special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox. Any Gen. Elliot L Richard.'on quit, and Deputy Ally, Gen
William D
Ruckelshaus was
dismissed
WHILE WHITE HOUSE aides
sought to mollify critical senators and
congressmen with explanations of
Nixon's action, criticism of the move

continued to pile up-a significant
amount of it from Republicans
Al the White House. Nixon
considered whether to take his case
directly to the public, whose
confidence in the President was at a
new low even before Saturday's
events, according to a new Gallup Poll
Rep Morris K I nail l> An/ I
proposed yesterday that Nixon agree to
resign in return for the immediate confirmation of House Minority Leader
Gerald H Ford of Michigan as vice
president, and thus successor to Nixon
Hep Jerome Waldie lu'.iiii ) a
member of the House Judiciary Committee, told a news conference yesterday he would introduce a resolution
today to impeach Nixon on grounds of
obstructing justice.

Senator plans to enter
impeachment resolution
> ,

Special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox was fiiod and
Attorney General Elliot Richardson resigned Saturday as
Nixon abolished the Watergate task force. The weekend
developments have spurned a wave of demands for the
President's resignation or impeachment.

WASHINGTON (API Rep Jerome
R. Waldie. (D-Calif), said yesterday
he will introduce a resolution today to
impeach President Nixon on grounds of
obstructing justice
Waldie. a member of the House
Judiciary Committee, said he did not
expect an immediate vote on the
resolution, although technically any
member could ask for such a vote.
He said he understood his resolution
would be referred to the Judiciary
Committee, where he said he hoped the
nomination of House Minority Leader
Gerald R Ford to be vice president
would be set aside until the impeach-

ment question is resolved.
WALDIE SAID he had received
more than 100 telegrams this morning,
all of them asking for impeachment,
and he said there is "a greater anger in
the country than I have ever seen
before in my public life."
Waldie listed these reasons for
impeachment in his resolution:
-Nixon has defied court orders to
produce tapes and documents
requested by special prosecutor Archibald Cox relating to the break-in of the
Democratic headquarters.

AFL-CIO urges Nixon to quit
MIAMI BEACH. Fla (API • Delegates to the AFL-CIO convention
approved a resolution yesterday urging
President Nixon to resign and said
Congress should impeach him if he
does not leave office voluntarily
Soon after the 2.000 delegates acted.
Sen. Daniel K Inouye iD-Hawaii) told
the group that Nixon should quit to
spare the nation a major constitutional
crisis of impeachment which "seems
imminent."
"OUR PRESIDENT openly defies
our courts and he has placed himself
above the law." said Inouye. the first
member of the Senate Watergate
committee to call for Nixon's
resignation.
The action came in the wake of the
firing of special Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox. the resignation of Atty
Gen Elliot L. Richardson and the discharge of Deputy Atty. Gen William
D. Kuckelshaus
The delegates, some pounding tables
with their fists, shouted their approval
of the resolution presented by the 32member executive council of the 13.4-

million-member labor federation.
Not a single voice of dissent was
heard in the huge meeting room of the
Americana Hotel as the vote was
taken
THE AFL-CIO, which last year aided
in Nixon's re-election by officially remaining neutral in the presidential
campaign, was the first major organization with political clout to call for
Nixon's ouster.
impeachment is not a prospect we
contemplate with pleasure." said
federation President George Meany in
reading the resolution to the
convention. But. he added. "We believe
that the American people have had
enough."
"Justice must be done, the risks of
not doing it being more than a democracy can safely bear." the resolution
said.
In his speech. Inouye said Nixon
should "place our national interest and
welfare above all other concerns" and
resign
"THE PEOPLE OF the United

States have suffered enough." he said
"They must be spared this new pain
and trauma" that would result from an
impeachment proceeding.
The
events of the past 48 hours. Inouye
said, show "that our President is
prepared to tear apart the national
spirit and national system to protect
himself and his tapes.
He referred to White House tapes
pertaining to Watergate. The
President, citing executive privilege,
has refused to release the tapes,
despite a court order directing him to

and students are to pursue knowledge
with increasingly higher standards of
excellence.
If we shirk our responsibility to
evaluate the students' academic
performance, we are in effect asking
the students to be scholars but refusing
to provide them with expert judgment
as to whether their activities qualify as
scholarly." the statement said
THE FACULTY members said they
feel research largely provides "the
spark of intellectual excitement which
characterizes the University."
"The person truly on the frontiers of
knowledge typically has an imperative
need to communicate the fruits of
scholarship as widely as possible.
The faculty members called for a
legitimate Honors Program for
academically gifted students who wish
to pursue scholarly interests in more
depth than their academically less
talented or less motivated peers.
"Academic execellence on the part
of students must be held in high
esteem," the statement said.
The University's role in educating
disadvantaged and minority students
was questioned. "The University must
be dedicated to scholarly excellence
which knows neither color nor ethnic
origin.'' according to the statement.
COMMENTING ON relevance, the
statement said knowledge may be

THE NATION IS stunned and
numbed" by the President's actions.
Inouye said, adding: "This numbness
could well progress into dangerous
anger."
The senator suggested that if House
Speaker Carl Albert, next in the line of
succession, should become president
that he appoint as his vice president a
Republican of "high caliber," and
named Richardson or New York Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller as possibilities.

WALDIE SAID he has not taken a
poll of the members of the Judiciary
Committee but said he expected the
majority of them to go along with an
investigation of the question of
impeachment.
"The president is gambling that the
Congress doesn't have the courage to
impeach."
The Constitution gives the House the
responsibility to initiate impeachment
of a president, the Senate to act as a
jury and the chief justice of the
Supreme Court to serve as presiding
officer.
The House can enact an impeachment resolution by a simple majority
but the Senate's verdict after trial
requires agreement of two-thirds of the
senators.

CONGRESS CONVENES today and
will be presented with a number of
proposals in addition to Waldie s
Sen Birch Bayh D-Ind l. a member
of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
said he would introduce legislation to
provide for appointment of a new
special prosecutor by Chief Judge John
J Sirica of the 1 S. District Court in
Washington
Sirica is the judge most closely
identified with Watergate court action.
"If this last option fails." Bayh said,
we have no alternative but to
impeach the President and to replace
him with one who recognizes that even
presidential power must be
controlled."
The Senate Judiciary Committee
scheduled a meeting for tomorrow.
One member said it will consider
holding public hearings later this week
to examine the adequacy of Nixon's
compromise with the Senate Watergate Committee on the tapes and to
consider whether Nixon broke a pledge
when he fired Cox
COX UKELY would be the first
witness.
The hearings would both air the
issues and lay groundwork for
legislation such as Bayh proposes, a
member said
Other resolutions expected in the
House would call for impeachment or
provide for an investigation of whether
impeachment should be considered.
Robert H Bork, the US solicitor
general who became acting attorney
general upon the departures of
Richardson and Ruckelshaus. was
expected to announce soon what source
the Watergate investigation formerly
headed by Cox will take.

Weather
Sonny aad warmer today aad
tomorrow. Highs today la Ike
upper (ts and low 7ia. Lows
toaighi In Ike upper 44% aad low
Mi. Hlgka tomorrow la Ike 7t».
Probability of rain near icro
today and loalgbt.

Syrians disregarding truce

Cease-fire begins in Mid-east
By Tke Associated Press
Egypt and Israel ordered their
troops to silence their guns yesterday,
but Syria snubbed a UN. Middle East
cease-fire appeal and fighting was

Statement challenges trends
in education at college level
Thirty faculty members of the
psychology department last week
circulated a six-page statement on
current trends in academic affairs to
members of the University
community.
The statement, divided into eight
categories, represents the academic
values of the 30 persons who signed it.
The eight categories are academic
standards, evaluation of performance,
research, honors program, minorities
and disadvantaged students,
relevance, innovation and epilogue.
IN THE AREA of academic
standards, the statement said: "We
reject the idea that students, who come
to the University to learn, can decide
what it is they must know to be a
scholar in their chosen area before
they have attained that scholarship."
It said students must have
completely open channels of
communication to the faculty, through
which their interests may be expressed
and that faculty members must take
their legitimate interests into account.
"But the faculty must establish
curricula and set performance
standards, if students wish their
degrees to represent mastery of a
discipline, or to mean anything at all."
the statement said.
The statement said evaluation of
performance is necessary if faculty

turn them over for judicial review.

-Nixon dismissed Cox and abolished
the office of the special prosecutor, in
violation of the order which
established that office and contrary to
a promise to the Senate that the
prosecutor would have full authority
and total independence to pursue the
Watergate break-in
-"...Nixon further has impeded the
administration of justice by forcing the
resignation of Atty Gen. Elliot L
Richardson and by firing Deputy Atty
Gen. William D Ruckelshaus because
they refused to participate in the
President's attempts to subvert the
order of the court

Waldie said there is "a greater anger
in the country than I have ever seen
before in my public life "
While Washington officially observed
the Veterans Day holiday, the offices
of many involved in the tapes affair
churned with activity pointing toward
formal action today or tomorrow.

relevant to many human activities, but
if it must be demonstrably relevant to
some particular object, hen he or she
who dictates that object by that act
puts unacceptable constraints on the
free pursuit of knowledge.
"The University must exercise
economic responsibility, but it must
not be obligated to justify the pursuit of
knowledge or to make it relevant to the
everyday life of the taxpayer," the
statement said.
The faculty members said they think
abandoning the University tradition of
dedication to the free pursuit of
knowledge for the sake of innovation
may be the most potentially lethal of
all of the recent developments on the
academic scene.
"Some mechanism must be
developed by which programs, old and
new alike, are carefully evaluated."
In conclusion, they said they reject
the position that toe University is
primarily a job-training center or an
institution devoted to helping students
"grow up."
"We assert that it is an institution
unique in its devotion to excellence in
the creation, examination and
dissemination of knowledge.
They said persons wishing to respond
to the statement should contact any
member of the psychology
department.

reported continuing on both fronts
hours after the beginning of the truce.
Israel charged Egyptian artillery
was still shelling Israeli positions "in
numerous locations" along the Suez
Canal battle lines nearly three and onehalf hours after the cease-fire in place
came into effect.
Cairo radio denied the charge and
said the Israelis made it only to have a
pretext for violations of their own.
SPOKESPERSONS in Tel Aviv
declined to say whether the Israelis
were firing back.
Cairo and Tel Aviv accepted the
Security Council truce call in the
morning but Damascus said only that it
was studying it despite reported telephone discussions between Presidents
Hafez Assad of Syria and Anwar Sadat
of Egypt.
Iraq, the major Arab nation fighting
with the Syrians, rejected the appeal
outright and Jordan, with a small force
in Syria, announced it would accept it
on condition Syria agreed
AN ISRAELI WAR correspondent
reported from the Syrian front that
there was no change in that sector
when the cease-fire deadline came.
"The Syrians did not cease fire." he
reported, "and Israeli forces carried
on with their normal operations."
Both sides reported heavy fighting
before the deadline.
There also were reports of day-long
artillery attacks on Israeli positions on
the western bank of the Suez Canal as
the Egyptians tried to push back
Israel's expanded beachhead in the
Egyptian heartland.
Cairo and Tel Aviv announced they
had handed down orders to their
commanders to hold their fire unless
fired upon along the Suez Canal front
that has been bitterly contested since
Oct. 6. The guns were to fall silent at
6:50 p.m.. Middle East time-12 50
p.m. EDT.

'.iL'im&^^i
An Israeli soldier removes a booby trap from the body of a
dead Syrian soldier south of Sasa, Syria. The trap was planted
before the Syrians retreated from positions thoy hold a wook
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tribute to
athletics

0 impeachment

By Samael M. Cooper
Protestor of Health aad Physical
MBMHM
GaestCohunalsl

The American government has taken enough abuse from
President Nixon. For the well-being of our country he must be
impeached.
His action Saturday night in firing special Watergate
Prosecutor Archibold Cox and abolishing the Watergate task
force is the final blow to the American political system.

With some trepidation I respond to
your standing newspaper solicitation of
the university community to write and
express opinions on matters of possible
interest.
I feel impelled to express myself on a
matter as a consequence of being
involved in the festivities related to the
honoring and the reunion (25thI of the
members of the 1948 undefeated
football team on Oct. 13.
It restored my assuredness that
intercollegiate athletics still belong in
the contemporary American university
of quality and contribute positively to
the objectives for which it exists.

Nixon, who rode the waves of a "law and order" campaign in
1968. has clearly put himself above the law in this latest move.
The President has challenged Congress and invited impeachment proceedings. Forty-four members of the House of
Representatives are already in favor of impeachment and
resolutions to begin the impeachment process will "be raining
down like hailstones" today, according to Rep. John B. Anderson
of Illinois, the third ranking Republican in the House.
Cries for impeachment are resounding across the country and
for Nixon's legal advisor J. Fred Buzhardt to say the
impeachment talk will go away when the public understands
what was involved in the President's decision is pure naivete.
A thin plurality of 44 per cent of Americans questioned since
Saturday night in an NBC poll say they favor impeaching
President Nixon. And his popularity may sink even lower.
Yesterday the AFL-CIO. under the direction of labor chief
George Meany, adopted a resolution urging Nixon to resign and
said Congress should impeach him if he doesn't leave office
voluntarily. Meany gave Nixon a boost in the 1972 election
campaign by his non-support of George McGovern, the Democratic contender.
Ohio Gov. John J. Gilligan also has changed his mind He told a
group of people in Cleveland Sunday that "when the people were
screaming for his impeachment. 1 said no, but I have changed my
mind."
Nixon has notoriously dodged most attempts at finding out the
truth about Watergate and at the same time urges that the truth
come out.
The President's rhetoric about constitutional crises is merely a
front to subvert justice in his own interest. Nixon has lost sight of
why he was elected: to serve the people.
Now. those who have been so disgustingly betrayed must lend
full support to removing facism from the White House.

'HALF!!'

tires slashed
Last Friday night, oblivious to The
BG News, at the commuter parking lot
number seven. 13 cars (out of about 20)
had their tires slashed including one in
the unloading area at Of (enhauer East.
IF THE CARS were damaged so
close to campus and on a dormitory
unloading section, what's to prevent
this from happening anyplace on
campus, especially at the further lols.
which are probably less patrolled
There are (supposedly! two guards
who palrol the lots at night
WHY IS IT that the people who had
their lira slashed weren't notified

until 11 am the next morning'' At this
■ rate, every car could have been stolen
and we would never have found out
until WK found our own cars missing
I would like to ask where is the
campus security we are all paying for''
We are paying for the poor patrol
service in more than one way
1 just wish that the Campus Safety
personnel would patrol the lots and
protect our cars with as much
efficiency as they give out parking
tickets
BUT THIS IS for their benefit, not
ours I also wish The BG News would
have an article on this to show off our
ever alert Campus Safety
Greg Bader
513 0ffenhauer A

food service
I must say that Mr John B. Voytek
Jr has educated us all on the
efficiency of the busing of tables at
Commons
It's too bad his system hasn't caught
on too well at other schools (I doubt if
makers of tray conveyors are going out
of business I

However, if Mr Voytek says busing
is more efficient at Commons. I'll
believe him. although food prices
remain high and we must admit there
is a rotten egg somewhere (Besides
the one I had for breakfast this
morning)
GIVEN THAT Food Service is nonprofit, given the low wholesale prices
Food Service pays for the large
amount of food they buy. given the
money-saving mass-production of this
food, and given the thousands of
captive customers who eat. rain or
shine, what do they give us?
A N CENT ORDER of bacon, a 40
cent sliver of pie. a 20 cent eyedropper
of orange juice and a $1 25 heartburn
The students of BG should call for an
investigation of the University Food
Service now Let's see just how
inefficient Food Service is compared
to an ordinary restaurant and demand
to know where our food dollar goes
Let's not let them pull a Watergate
onus!
Tim Zumbaugh
253 Rodgers

irked by ysa story
Really now, does such an insignificant "movement" as the Young
Socialist Alliance deserve a feature
article at the top of page one in the Oct.
12 BG News'
Perhaps some students may have
been curious about this group's
information stand near Williams Hall,
but it would seem to me that a large
story on this minor group was a waste
of valuable and scarce newsprint.

..and after we rvn out of moaf coupons, ffcon wo can "oaf cofco," right?

IN THE SAME issue appeared a
typical column by Harriet Van Horne
on the alleged "stinginess" of conservatives. Lack of space prevents me
from answering all of her cheap shots
at conservatives, but let me simply say
that apparently her definition of

generosity would not include the
hundreds of dollars of private charity
given each year
Her limiting of the concept of
generosity to the support of governmental programs betrays her own
limited understanding of generosity
and Christian charity.
WHY DONT you subscribe to the
column of Russell Kirk or that of
William F. Buckley. Jr and drop one
of your current syndicated columnists''
It would seem to me that the interests
of balance and openess in your "free"
newspaper would suggest such a
change
Daniel A. Kidd
P.O Box 51
Cygnet. Ohio 43413

rep. ford will be nixon's nix on

THERE ARE those here at BG who
would diminish this importance and
even seek their extermination. Now.
I'm more convinced than ever this
would be regressive.
I would take no issue with those who
contend that intellectual growth and
development is the primary purpose of
a university But I would quickly add it
is not the only purpose. If one could
have heard the unamimous testimony
of the 30 former BG athletes who 25
years later are evaluating their uttercollegiate athletic experience and
crediting it with adding more fulfillment and quality to their lives, he,
too. would be convinced
TRUE, THESE individuals' appraisal of their athletic experience
were being made in an atmosphere of
sentimentality and nostalgia but the
sincerity and conviction with which
they tat the post-game dinner)
expressed themselves in behalf of
athletics for giving a greater and fuller
dimension to their lives was most
genuine and undeniable
And these men are now lawyers, accountants,
successful
business
executives, school administrators,
college professors-fine educated men
who had participated in a properly
conducted
intercollegiate
athletic
experience and can vouch for its educational worth from the vantage point
of 25 years of tune and experience.
ABOUT 55t young men each year
participate in Bowling Green's excellent
intercollegiate
athletic
program, a program which, if properly
conducted will contribute positively
and uniquely to their lives, too.
The members of the football team of
25 years ago will vouch for this with all
their might Surely intercollegiate
athletics belong and deserve a
commensurate share of the university's resources and subsidy to
sustain them and make their contribution to the attainment of lives of
quality and worth for many now and
into the future
THIS IS NOT to contend that reform
and altering of the "system" is not
always in order, but not its demise,
please
Viva BG intercollegiate athletics!
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NEW YORK. NY
-Like people
living in an occupied country, with the
oppressor's boot on every neck.
Americans are developing a fine sense
of black comedy It's the gallows
humor that saves the sanity of slaves,
soldiers and men doomed to twist
slowly, slowlv in the wind
Nothing astonishes us any more.
After the initial shock, we now accept
the words "admitted felon" in
reference to Spiro Agnew We no
longer wince at buttons and stickers
crying "Impeachment now1" The
sentiment is there, the movement is
growing We're all part of the drama
now
THE ONLY news that mildly surprises is the report in The Nation that
Charles Alan Wright, the President's
chief defense counsel, is a firm
believer in the innocence of Alger Hiss
He once called Whittaker Chambers a
"pitchman" and suggested, in a review
of the book "Witness." that the author
would do well to study the Ninth
Commandment: Thou shalt not bear
false witness.
When the matter of the presidential
tapes is finally settled-if indeed it ever
is Wright and the President should not
be at a loss for small talk
As for the President's choice of Rep
Gerald Ford (R-Mich i as our next
Vice President, it was inevitable from
the start, despite those dawn medi-

Harrlet Vu Honw

tations at Camp David, had we only
applied our knowledge of Mr Nixon's
drives and conflicts
IT WOULD be out of character for
lam to choose a man who would appear
superior, intellectually or morally It
had to be a man who would remember
how low he was before a beneficient
President lifted him so high.
Rockefeller and Connally lacked the
requisite humility
1 dare say many of us enjoyed a few
hours of mordant humor as we awaited
the President's operetta scene
announcing his choice for Vice
President. Aware that be had to choose
a man who could serve, conceivably, as
insurance against impeachment, we all
had our choices, both pragmatic and
ridiculous.
It's a measure of how steeped in
realism we have become, since the
acid bath of Watergate, that we can
imagine a day six months hence when
people will be asking, "If Nixon
resigns, can you imagine the country in
the hands of...?"

WE FILLED IN the blank according
to our fancy: Billy Graham. John
Wayne.
Bebe Rebozo. David
Kisenhower. Tom Kagleton? Well, of
1
course not Long live Tricky Dick, the
best we've got.
It is easy to see a warm, easy
relationship developing between the
President and Rep. Ford They could
have been born under the same
haystack As Edmund Burke remarked
of the younger William Pitt. "Not
merely a chip off the old block, but the
old block itself."
HE IS THE cliche of a small-town
politician. Look at him and you see a
lifetime of Rotary Club luncheons.
Sunday school pnze-givings and backroom deals.
When Rep Ford proposed that
Justice William O Douglas be impeacbed-as he vowed he would if the
Senate rejected Clement Haynesworth
for the Supreme Court-one of his old
professors. Fred Rodell. wrote a letter
to the New York Tunes condemning
"the blatant and patent intellectual
dishonesty of my old student and onetune friend. Rep. Gerald Ford."
In the hearings on his confirmation.
Rep Ford is sure to be asked about the
$11,500 campaign gift he received from
oil. banking and medical interests.
HE APPARENTLY sent the money
to Republican headquarters in
Washington, then had it returned to

various
Ford-f or-Congress
committees He later said he hadn't
realized that the money had been
returned
To those of us who feel in our bones
that Richard Nixon will not complete
his second term, the choice of Rep.
Ford is hardly reassuring. He has
established himself as a narrowly
partisan provincial, not too scrupulous
and. by general agreement, not too
bright
In his book. "How the Government
Breaks the Law." Jethro K.
Lieberman writes. "If Mr. Ford had
asserted this proposition in a court of
law, he could have been indicted for
and convicted of perjury--especially in
view of the odd fact that be was his
own treasurer."
"Washington Pay-Off" is a squalid
little book many readers expected to
see withdrawn in consequence of libel
actions But nobody seems to have
demanded retractions,
including
Gerald Ford
THE AUTHOR, lobbyist Robert
Winter-Berger, pays this handsome
tribute to the Vice Presidentdesignate: "He was a good example of
power corrupting what had been, in my
estimation, one of the few bonest and
sincere men in Washington."
A glance at the Ford voting record
bears out his reputation as a narrowly

partisan provincial. He voted for the
ABM. the SST. the no-knock crime
laws, the tax on commuters and jet
planes for Chiang Kai-shek.
HE OPPOSED the clean water bill,
the limit on farm subsidies, the
Cooper-Church amendment and compensation to migrant workers. As they
said of his predecessor. Ford will be
Nixon's Nixon. But whom were you ex
pecting-Teddy Kennedy'1
Copyright 1(71. Lot Aageles Tines
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send them a message
The following is a list of your Ohio
representatives in Washington Let
them know your opinion on the presidential impeachment issue!
Seiate
The Capitol BalMlag
WatkiagtM D.C. MM
Sen. William Sax be. Sen. Robert Taft
Hease of Reoresesutivei
The Capitol MMa|
WataJagtaa D.C. MM
Congressional Districts:
1) William J. Keating <R)
2) Donald D. Clancy (R)
3) Charles W.Whalen. Jr. (R)
4) Tennyson Guyer(R)

31 Delbert I. Latta i RI
6> William HHarsha(R)
7 i Clarence J Brown (R)
8) Walter E. Powell (R)
9) Thomas Ludlow Ashley (D)
10) Clarence E. Miller (R)
11) John William Stanton tRI
12) Samuel L. Devine (R)
13) Charles Adam Mother (R)
14) John F. Seiberling (D)
15)ChalmersPangburn Wylie tR)
16) Ralph S ReguU(R)
17) John Milan Ashbrook (R)
181 Wayne L Hays IDI
19) Charles J. Carney (D)
20) James V. Stanton (D)
21) Louis Stokes (D)
22) Charles A. Vanik (D)
23) William E Minsball (R)
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Project Outward Bound

Students counseling inmates
Three University students
•re working to help inmates
»t the Ohio State Reformatory at Mansfield better
their chances of staying
outside prison once they
leave
Charles Hornbostel.
•enior (B.A.l. Mel Wann.
junior (B.A.I, and Jesse
Phifer. junior (Ed), are
participating in Project Outward Bound, a program
which provides counseling
and tutoring for inmates
about to be released
The five-hour program, offered to undergraduates
through the Experimental
Studies Program and the
College of Education, calls
for students to visit
Mansfield one day a week to
conduct counseling sessions.

according to Dr. Adelia
Peters, assistant professor
of education and a sponsor of
the program.

busemment for travel
expenses for students
involved in the program

DR. PETERS said the students in Project Outward
Bound are trained to work
on an individual basis with
inmates who are within 10
months of parole

DR. PETERS said the
program will be offered
throughout the year, and
that enrollment is not
limited to education majors.
She said the program needs

She added that program
advisors from Ohio State
University, through which
the program is coordinated,
come to the University
every week to maintain
close supervision of the student counselors.
Project Outward Bound is
funded through the Ohio
Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections,
which also provides reim-

WASHINGTON (API - The FBI
reportedly is investigating the
disappearance of a confidential
federal file on the Florida savings
and loan association run by
associates of Charles G. "Bebe"
Rebozo
The Baltimore Sun reported in
yesterday's editions that the
documents are missing from the
offices of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board and that the board
reported the incident to the FBI
An FBI spokesperson confirmed
that an investigation was under way
ill missing board documents. But the
spokesperson said be did not know if
they related to thesavings and loan
association run by Rebozo's
associates

Public reaction
(API - Calls for impeachment
mingled with cries of amazement on
Sunday in an emotional outpouring of
reaction from Americans stunned to
learn of the latest government
upheaval in the Watergate tapes
-ontroversy
Switchboards at Western Union
offices and local newspapers started

One of the inmates.
Madison Nimins. said the

program helps inmates at
the institution prepare
themselves lor what awaits
them outside prison
"What we want to do is
make people aware that
(hey have to prepare themselves They have to have an
education, some sort of a
saleable product. Nimins
i said
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Applications are now
available for seven graduate
study fellowships being
offered by the National
Council of Alpha Lambda
Delta, freshmen women's
honorary.
Any member of Alpha
Lambda Delta who
graduated with a cumulative

blinking within minutes of President
Nixon's announcement Saturday
night that he had fired special
prosecutor Archibald Cox, disbanded
Cox's task force, accepted the
resignation of Atty Gen. Elliot L.
Richardson and discharged Deputy
Atty Gen. William D Ruckelshaus.
The AFL-CIO executive council
scheduled a meeting yesterday to
discuss the possibility of calling for
Nixon's impeachment

Rail system
INDIANAPOLIS (API - Plans for a
high-speed electric rail passenger
service connecting Chicago,
Indianapolis. Fort Wayne, Ind and
Cincinnati have been set forth by a
Philadelphia engineer.
E.L.
Tennyson, who said the system could
be quickly and economically put into
service
Named "Hoosierapid." the system
has quickly caught the attention of
Indiana politicians and civic leaders
who already are on a crusade for
better rail service in the region

Abortion rights
WASHINGTON (API
The
National Association for the Repeal
of Abortion Laws announced on
Saturday a letterwriting campaign to

average of 3 5 is eligible.
Graduating seniors may
apply if they have achieved
a 3 5 at the end of fall
quarter.
Each fellowship will be
awarded in the amount of
$2,000 Applicants will be
judged on scholastic record,
recommendation, soundness

dissuade congressmen from passing a
constitutional
amendment
prohibiting abortion.
At the annual meeting of the group,
a national coalition of civil libertarians, feminists and religious
leaders, the Rt Rev John H Burt of
Cleveland, Episcopal bishop o( Ohio,
said that constitutional amendments
"that prohibit abortion in any and all
circumstances must be opposed."
Alluding to the "right to life" for
the unborn slogan adopted by antiabortion groups. Bishop Burl told a
luncheon audience. "We must be
concerned about the right to life and
the fulfillment of life for those that
are already born as well as the
unborn.''

Blood pledges
MIAMI. Fla. (API - A woman
who made 20 trips to skid row to coax
alcoholics into donating blood for her
two hemophiliac sons says a miracle
has happened She says she is getting
offers of blood donations from as far
away as Germany and Hawaii.
"I'm overwhelmed." said DeSola
Brown. 36. "I'm not accustomed to
being given a shoelace. It's
lanUskic."

ol stated project or purpose
and need
Applications and additional information can be
obtained from Linda Ogden.
440 Student Services Bldg
Applications must be
submitted to the National
Headquarters of Alpha
lambda Delta. Box 279.
Lewisburg. Pa . 17837. bv
Jan. 1.1974
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Graduate stipend available

newsnotes
Missing file

more people to help It
expand so more than one
visit per week can be made.
Three inmates from toe
reformatory explained the
purpose of Project Outward
Bound yesterday to an Education 408 class.

. r

Inmates receiving readjustment counseling from University

Mansfield

students yesterday described the help they have obtained
through Protect Outward Bound. From left, the Mansfield

inmates

reformatory inmates are James Gilford Madison Nimins and
Gary Carter.

Nixon considers TV appearance
to clarify recent resignations
WASHINGTON (API ('resident Nixon, assessing
the reaction to his firing ol
special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox, yesterday, considered taking his
case to the American people
in a television speech.
Presidential advisors
were voicing confidence that
Nixon could weather
demands for his resignation
or impeachment, but
indicated concern over what
they called confusion
surrounding the ouster of
Cox and the resignation of
Ally (ien. Elliot Richardson
and dismissal ol Deputy
Atty. Gen William D
Ruckelshaus
A nationwide television
address by the President
was being considered to
clear up that confusion,
aides reported.
The timing was uncertain
While House lawyers are to
go into court today to

explain Nixon's refusal to
(urn over tapes wanted in
the Watergate investigation
Nixon said Friday mghl he
would produce a written
account of (he (apes and
have il authenticated by Sen
John C Slennis ill Miss i
He said he would not
produce
the (apes
themselves. ,is ordered by
I'.S District Judge John j
Sirica, and lie ordered Cox
In drop legal moves to gain

access to them

COX REFUSED, selling
olf (he chain of events lhal
led Saturday night In his
tiring. Richardson's resignation and Ruckelshaus'
dismissal
One While House official
said Nixon spent much of
Sunday and yesterday
working on (he proposed
solution to the Middle East
crisis
The official acknowledged
that (lie weekend Watergate

developments had a
dramatic impact but that in
(he days ahead the whole
question of impeachment we
feel confident will
subside..."
Nixon was described as
"completely convinced and
confident" he would
weather the latest
Watergate storm
AT
ABOUT
noon
yesterday the President
walked across the street to
his hideaway suite in the
Executive Office Building
As he walked, the sound ol
car horns drilled from
Pennsylvania
Avenue,
where demonstrators held

signs urging motorists to
honk il they lavorcd
impeachment
Special assistant Patrick
J Buchanan, presidential
speech writer who also
oversees preparation ol a
news summary lor Nixon,
said "the cries and howls
concerning impeachment
have somewhat calmed, but
they're not dead."
As presidential counselor
Melvin l( Laird had on
Sunday. Buchanan predicted
that the cooler heads" in
Congress would be satislied
once th product of Nixon's
tapes compromise was
available

Douglas to talk on Watergate
The Watergate Where are we? Where do we go from
here?" will be the focus of a short lecture and informal
discussion tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the second floor lounge of
Conklm Hall.
The discussion, led by Christopher Douglas, assistant
director of Ethnic Studies, is free and opened to the public

VOU CAM CAT
OUt) WMOtC MCMU
roa icss THAN $S.
Or, you could get two hamburgers, fries and a
Coca-Cola for about $1.
It all depends on how hungry you are.
fMcDonai

Think of it as 12 postcards.

Inside this little yellow box is a little black cartridge full of color film fit for a Pocket—a Kodak
pocket Instamatic camera. When it's processed,
the film will be twelve pictures nearly postcard
size. But these pictures are better than postcards
because they're about you instead of faraway
places with strange sounding names. They're big
enough to write on the back of, put an 8? stamp
on and drop in a mailbox just as they are. And a
lot of times a picture of a familiar face
says much more than a letter ever could.
SIM

models to choose from Prices start at less than $23

Kodak pocket Instamatic*cameras.

1050 S. MAIN
1470 E. WOOSTER
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'Tubular Bells'-British album
with one 49-minute recording
By Pruk Johno.
Formula for a hit album in
tbe United stales 1) The
lead player must be able to
play a large number of
instruments,
ala Rick
Wakeman of Yes. (who did
"Tbe Six Wives of Henry
VIII" last year, and Stevie
Wonder. 2) The tracks must
be of excessive lefinth and
complexity like Yes' "Close
to the Edge" and Jethro
lull s "Thick as a Brick"
and "Passion Play." 3) and
it really helps if the album
was a success in England
before its American release
which dozens of albums
claim
No doubt you can think of
many albums containing at
least one of these elements,
but an album has been
released recently with all
three. The album, and its 49
minute composition,
is
"Tubular Bells" (Virgin 13
1061. The artist-writer is
Mike Oldfield. who single
handedly plays the whole
thing on not less than 20
instruments
And unlike the lengthy
songs of I'u 11 and Yes.
Uldfield doesn't like to bore
tbe listener with words and

strange lyrics; the entire
album is an instrumental
OldfieM's been a longtime unknown in England,
performing and recording
with three groups that never
really made it. This is his
first solo album, taking nine
months to complete. And
though that seems like a
long time just to record two
album sides, it all seems
worth the trouble.
As I mentioned before.
Oldfield plays over 20
different instruments, keyboards, guitars, bass and
percussion included, many
being played at the same
time thanks to the usage of
some 274 overdubs and
approximately 2.000 "dropins."
At times Oldfield sounds
like a chamber quartet, at
others like a symphony, and
think that it takes the five
Moody Blues and electronic
instruments to achieve that
same sound
THE MUSIC itself also
has large ranges Mostly
classically oriented. Oldfield borrows from no
particular source but tunes
influenced from English folk
songs can be recognized.

Many of the soft guitar
sections no doubt have
ancient British origins, as
does the part where guitars
are used to obtain the sound
of bagpipes The entire composition ends with incorporations of "Sailors
Hornpipe." a familiar traditional English sea chant
Another of the fantastic
elements of the album is
that Oldfield uses real
instruments throughout. No
mellotron. electric piano or
any kind of synthesizer,
which again amazes me.
Where the Moodies and Kick
Wakeman and friends rely
heavily on the mellotron to
obtain a large orchestrated
sound. Oldfield is in fact a
one-man orchestra
When first released in
England, the album's
response was good and
many called it a landmark.
And as part of Virgin
Kecords' promotion, a live
performance of "Tubular
Bells" was given at a
concert at Queen Elizabeth
Hall which featured tbe
Rolling Stones' Mick Taylor
on guitar.

ONE
Clip this coupon and bring it to
us and receive one dollar
off of any belt in stock

And at about this time, a
few copies of the album
were crossing the Atlantic
and filtering in to some U.S.
stations. A copy got into Cincinnati over the summer,
and I remember hearing
just bits and pieces of the
music, but never hearing the
entire album or even an
entire side
AMERICAN RESPONSE
will be something to look
forward to Oldfield is a new
untested talent in this
country,
and
"Tubular
Bells" is a fairly new
concept in rock music. I
tend to think that the album
will go over pretty well but
only because artists like
.let hn i lull, the Moodies and
Yes have been leading up to
this type of rock: (dare I say
it?) a rock symphony, performed with contemporary
rock instruments
And the fact that a single
man conceived and
performed Tubular Bells"
makes this an even more
fantastic achievement.

AFL-CIO may support ERA
support the proposed conslututional change, which
outlaws discrimination on
the basis of sex.
The Ohio House during the
last session voted to ratify
the amendment, but it died
in the Senate Elections
Committee
For
the AFL-CIO,
adoption of the resulution
would reverse a previous
stand in opposition to the

COLUMBUS (API - The
Equal Rights Amendment
(ERAI to the US Constitu
lion may get another airing
in Ohio-if the national AFL(.'10 votes to reverse its
stand on the controversial
measure.
lawmakers
predict
The labor organization,
meeting in Miami. Fla , is
expected to act today on a
resolution which would

amendment The AFL-CIO
has held it would wipe out
many protective labor laws
for women
"THE HOUSE and Senate
hearings attracted only one
credible opponent of the
ERA. and that was the Ohio
AFL-CIO.
declared Hep
Michael Stinziano
1D-30
Columbus) who was among
the lawmakers behind the

Good October 23. 24. 25. 26

Worldly Goods

DOLLAR

KIND, contacted in
Miami, said he will back
whatever
position the
national body takes
King called the proposed
resolution
"precisely the
kind of clear statement of

GARY DESJARDINS

904 E. Wooster
Open 11 6Mon to Sat
on TO's corner

ratification move
Stinziano forecast the
AFL-CIO switch would
swing the balance of power
in the committee toward
approval.
Durum the first battle, he
said. Ohio AFL CIO Presi
dent Frank Kind argued he
was carrying out national
policy

national commitment to the
principles of equality of the
sexes under the law that
working men and women
and their unions can use to
advantage to eliminate
employment discrimination
against women."
Sen
Robert O Shaughnessy 115-Columbus I one of
the Senate committee
members who voted against
KRA.
said,
however.
"Nothing has happened yet
to change mv position I'm
convinced by correspondence both for and
against KRA that my
position was right

Stock Market
(Hub

CONGRATULATIONS

Guest Speaker

ON WINNING THE INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY

Mr. Paul Wolfram
of
Bell & Beckwith

MEET AND SETTING A
NEW RECORD.
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Tues. Oct. 23,
7:30 p.m.
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The original 3 hounds of horror in
a screamingly terrifying triple show.
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Open education emphasizes
value of individual progress
By NIKV Laigklui
Suff Reporter
'Readin'. writ in
and
rithmaiic. taught to the
tune of a hickory stick..
These familiar words once
summed up the philosophy
behind
elementary
education. The teachers
function was to be the
imparter of knowledge,
while the child's was to sit
quietly at his desk and learn
what the teacher Uught.

The philosophy is changing, however, and schools
are beginning to' open up."
Open education emphasizes learning how to
learn. Dr. Ronald R. Cote,
assistant professor of education, said The schools are
child-centered, not teacherdominated.
in open education, the
student is active, while the
teacher is the learning
facilitator, rather than the
source of all wisdom." Or.

Cote said. 'The atmosphere
is less formal and stresses
continuous
individual
progress "

(ication at all. be added, and
the abilities needed to
function in society are
stressed.
in an open situation, the
child develops an interest
for learning and can work on
his own." Dr Adelia Peters,
assistant professor of
education, said. "The child
is competing with himself,
not others He can relate to
different projects and equipment in a way that is
functional to him."
The major benefit of open
education. Dr Peters said,
is that a child can work at
his own pace and is not
forced to keep up with the
rest of the class
Open schools
have
resource centers,
with
different types of materials
and equipment the child can
experiment with, Dr Cote
said Learning becomes a
self-motivated exploration

SCHOOLS practicing open
education are more open to
the environment, and space
is
not
defined
by
classrooms, he said.
Instead, it is defined by the
resources and the variety of
equipment available to the
child
There is no subject classi-

"IN A SENSE, the
children learn by playing
games." he said "They
enjoy what they are doing so
they are enthusiastic about
learning."
Children are taught in
multi-age groups, he added,
and there is a variety of
activity going on in an area
at one time The child can
choose the means by which
he will learn
Does the informality lead
to disciplinary problems^
"Because the teacher
treats the child with
respect, the child learns
respect for himself and
others." Dr Cote said "The
discipline comes from
within "
"The hassle is not in
keeping the class under
control." he continued. "It
is in keeping them supplied
with all the materials they
request "
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A Hud.nl at St. Mary's Elementary School, Toledo, can toko
advantage of audio-visual equipment a* he loarnt at his own
pace. Th. school is putting into practice the child-centered
philosophy el open education.

SAVE UP TO 50c ON 2-00Z. PACK

DR. COTE emphasized
that schools can be informal
and still teach children ade-

quately. He pointed out that
more schools, including high
schools, are turning to open
education. One such school
is St. Mary's in Toledo
"The nuns at St Mary's
were totally frustrated in
their attempts to reach the
new population of students
they were getting which
included
non-Catholics,
blacks and Spanish-speaking
children." he said. "They
didn't feel they were
achieving what they could
be with these children, so
they turned to open education four years ago. "
The first five grades at St.
Mary's now are open. Sister
Mary Keith, principal of the
school, said, and the staff is
working towards transition
of the other three grades.
The rooms are self-contained due to the age of the
building, but some children
change rooms for different
subjects.
Maumee Valley Day
School, another open school,
is one big room partitioned
by bulletin boards. Dr. Cote
said A library is situated in
the center of the room.
Collingwood Klementary
School in Toledo is just
beginning to go through the
transition, he added The
staff.
however.
is
encountering two problems
trying to operate in a school
not designed for open
education and trying to
change the teachers'
attitudes
"ALL THE schools
mentioned are schools in
transition." Dr Cote said
"They are working towards
an ideal. What they realize,
though, is thai they're
dealing with kids and themselves in terms of the
future "
Because of the growth of
open education, the College
of Education is offering
students an "Alternatives to
Education" project as an

Grade 'A'
Large Eggs

alternative to Kducation 408
and 4X19
The project is worth eight
credit hours. Dr Peters
said,
and participating
students must be at least
sophomores, preferably
having completed Educational Psychology 302
Students need not be elementary education majors
to apply.
Students attend class
three mornings a week and
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KATIE DUFTON, senior

I Ed I and student aid at St.
Mary's, added. "In other
field work, you don't gel the
experience
in class
planning I'm responsible
for being a facilitator for my
class, for providing them
with some added stimulus
every time 1 see them.
"This program has given
me experience with children
outside the traditional
classroom situation."
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do field work in Toledo or
Maumee on Tuesday and
Thursday mornings
"We want students to see
schools that are undertaking
all kinds of experiments,"
Dr. Cote said "Undergraduates can see a different
kind ot teacher behavior and
get experience in continuous
progress classrooms where
children use activity centers
and work in small groups "
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House members favor impeachment
WASHINGTON

(AP)

•
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world of businass and its impact on society. Will
explore

such

consumerism,

topics

as

alientation

corporate
&

the

role

power,
of

the

corporation in society.
If you feel you have something of inleiesl to us, please submit Send t'OnimufiicjIions to:
Exit Publications
PO Box 25
Bowling Green. Ohio
353-6722
-I.Wi>.'

2. Open to freshman & sophomores of all colleges.

Interest meeting:
Oct. 23,8 p.m.
114 Bus. Admin. Bldg.
TUBS.,

CHERRY HILL
(MANAGEMENT BY OWNERS)

just

to

Watergate.

inIt's

April 18

ridiculous."

For series ticket information, contact Ramen Das. 1202
LenotSt., Piqua.

Others said it was just too

ACROSS
I
6
ID
I.
15
16

Something New, Something Different

Exll Magazine will be cin-iilated weekly within the Toledo
jir.i if will aitsmpl i<> os .r. fawwchfno -'■■ pubfrV (ntsrssl
permits, dedicating its pages to llie science of actfWty

vestigate

(npi

"Everything For Your
Everyday Needs"

staff

Piqua is located north of Dayton
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across From Kohl Hall

- OUT OF SIGHT!

his

Da*.
One Hjy |o |>ny.
Implore.
I urn rt mm:
Inter
Vim- (or a
jeune horn me.
17 i "in11 Prefix.
18 French city.
19 Russian girl'.
name.
20 Car arrr«orir*.
22 Shift.
23 Quantity of yarn.
.'i DofwoooV
26 II. Jili resort.
29 Wrong: I'refix.
30 Large bird*.
il Share hilling.
II Strong eumtion17 Kxlernal.
IB French city.
39 Beverage.
10 Trivial.
42 Designating a
truck's rapacity.
43 t .< tin HI - loch.
44 Talk: Slang.
45 Undivided.
16 Celestial bodlea.
I'l * 'til in -fimrii. fur
example.
51 r <i lamul
51 Set free.
57 Feed.
58 Title.
■ >'' 1 JIIKI- pill.
60 Palm or pine.
61 I i'\" Mil
charge*.
62 Boon.
63 Store sign.
64 Building *ing*.
65 Typewriter type.

7* Gfn l NaiafflJ Oup.

DOWN
Covenant.
Opposed.
Case.
Queen
lace.
Bourse.
French seaport.
Leaage's first
name.
8 Hill in
Jerusalem: Var.
9 Cbf.
10 Furnish with
necessities.
11 Civil War
signature.
12 Fury.
13 1066 and 1492.
21 Beneficiary.
25 Responsive.
26 Kilt wearer.
27 Rain heavily.
2R Italian commune.
30 Water, in l,e
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49
50
53
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20
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21

54 His: Fr.
55 Fictional lawyer.
56 Kxislence: I.at.
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31

■
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10

46

41

■
47
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■

63
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Two bedrooms complete furnished
apt.
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DOONESBURY
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UZZIE
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Southern stale.
Recompense.
Numerical prefix.
High lime.
Reasonable.
Parts of qls.
Intrinsir nature.
Soft mineral.
Regenerates.
Water birds.
American
novelist.
Autolsi's haven.
Domesticated
animal.
Thread holder.
Crumbly depo*ii.
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by Garry Trudeau
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Patio Areas With Gas Grills

•

Fantastic Party House (Pool table. Pmball
mach., Fireplace, Color TV, Kitchen Facilities)

•

Indoor Pool (locker rooms)

•

Gas Hoatlng & Air Conditioning

•

Utilitios Paid, except electricity

FALL ON A 4 PERSON RENTAL BASIS
12 or 9 mo. Lease

$65.00 per person

Married Couple

SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERWOOD

SAT. 11-5

853 Napolean Rd.
Phone 352-6248

TONITI 5P.M.-MIDNITI

have a crush on us.
6 PACK
OF CRUSH
TMM'ssir.HT.' wtur.LtnuHioi cWs of
•AMGE, GKAff oR5T*«WSe«.«Y causn
X THE MlWIC Of A«<(.IO PUZA.

Yo VR POOR 0*. I w IM t STO«E .
ftf

FIAVOHS.

coupons PO NOT A»fLY-

FKLIAIS
f*Et DELIVePVT - m*52-7S7l

'"X. •■, -T,

IOOH

collect 2UV631-15S7

l)ctob.T23. 1973

Lay away for Christmas
at Vatan's now- Anniversary Sale prices. 109 N.
Main

Mr Paul Wolfram, broker with Bell & Beckwith of
Toledo will speak at the Stock Market Club meeting in
the Pink Dogwood Suite o( the Inion at 7:30 tonight

S MAIN

Karate Club

RIDES

WANTED

Hide wanted to Ol
I Athens I. Oct 2t Karen
352-8524

1 male roommate lor 2ni.m
apt .
Campus
Manor Call 352-7712

LOST AND FOUND

1 female roommate to
share apt. with 2 other
girls. Call »WI.

Lost: Star sapphire ring
in the IE & T Building
Reward
for
Under
Please call Shirley. »2«708 if found::

HELP WANTED
Delivery people, waiters,
waitress.
Apply
in
person. Pagliai's Starting pay It 70 hr
Cocktail
waitresses
needed at new exciting
club in this area The
Dixie Electric Co 874-

8649

fm=»\so«*c«*}

SORRY, WE MUTMII'M MATCH

CAMPl'S CALENDAR

There will be a meeting of the IHiSl
11 .mi 6-Spm in room 201 Hayes Hall.

HOURS 10-6 MON.-FRI.

Mb IFT" ^Z

~*m>~ CLaSSIFIED ■»»

$195.00 per mo

RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY

■ r. (.

j6"~c*~>

Positions open: Day It
nighi
shift
for
waitresses, cooks, and utility
Full & part time help.
Apply in person Dutch
Pantry.
Need person with some
shoe repair experience
While l -Wail Shoe Repair,
across
from
Penney's.

1 female roommate needed winter quarter for s
man apt at Greenvlew
$58 or less mo. Call
Jo Anne at 352 0034

SERVICES OFFERED
TYPING done in
home Call 352-M79

my

GARAGE SALE - BARGAINS GALORE! Ul
Haskins Street. Furniture, glassware, housewares, toys, clothing lall
sizes 4
sexes),
etc
Tuei -Sal 11-7 pm
Reliable Abortion Ser
vice 24 hour service.
Clink close to area 1 to
24 week terminated by
licensed
certified
obstetrician
gynecologist.
Immediate
arrangements
will
be
made with no hassle Call

Register lor limited edition - Prout Chapel Plate
2
be
given
away
Drawings Oct. 19 d 26
Vataas.
NEED HELP? CALL
CHRISTL1NE
352-0379
any hour, any day
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
by
PHILIP
MORTON THE WORK
1NG
HAND CRAFT
CENTER 515Conneaul

PERSONALS
Roses are red. violets
are blue - Gamma Phi
Pledges, we really love
you'
Congratulations Tali and
John on your Theta Chi\ i hi ii lavaliering Lil
Taua.
Congratulations to Caryn
T and Mike on your engagement. Best Wishes
LilTaus.
Phi Tau A and B football
teams slay psyched for a
good season Good Luck
LilTaus
Randee and Chuck, congratulations
on
your
lavaliering Phi Mu love.
Your Big

The Brothers congratulate Debbie Dragon 4
Bill Herman and Amy
Zwayer & Jack Brace on
their Phi Tau lavalierings
Wendy and Bill. Carol
and Larry. congratulations trom the AX's on
vuur engagement ties
Attention • People interested in animal welfare
in
Northwest
Ohio.
Cleveland Amorv will
speak in Bowling Green
Oct. » at 7 30 pm in the
Grand
Ballroom
of
BGSl' I'mon Dinner by
reservation only. 17.50
per person. Mail reservations to Wood County Humane Society. P O Box
342.
Bowling
Green.
Ohio Reservations must
be received by Oct. 25
Tickets also available
at WCHS Office, 1291! S
Main. BG. Oh General
admission lor program
only. $100 For further
info call 392-8841

Dig this: If you spend
over CO on a pr of shoes
Ii don't have them reheeled at least once,
you're missing the boat'
Boat docks across from
Penney s. Tickets 82.50 1 hr. service.
row SALE
Panasonic AM FM ster-

eo, cassette player St recorder and tapes Will
negotiate
Call Frank.
352*137
1972 Skyline 2 Bedroom.
Furnished.
Mobile
Home Includes all appliances, plus color television Cost 83950 Must
be moved Call 893-0522.
Monday thru Thursday
Akai
18001.
recorder,
reel-to-reel cartridge.
352-8108 af-.er 4
72 Gran Torino. 302. 3
spd. PS. air. AM/FM
rat).,
buckets,
fact
mags, new radials. exc.
cond 352-0078
19«5 Ford Galaxy Good
cond. w, air cond 8275.
Call 372-3540
Sunn concert
head brand new 8250
Sunn
cabinet
2-15 s
8175
Fender Bassnun amp
i topi 8125 Gibson EBO
bass 8200. Vox hollow
body guitar 875 1971 VW
Super Beetle 81500. 3723448 Ken
FOR RENT
2 room efficiency. 875 a
month
complete
J520717.
One bed. apt to sublet
619 S College. $150 mo
875 dep
Call 353-8455
after 3 pm. Available immediately

TiMMtey, OctwW 23, 1*73. Th. M» Hnn/frnp, 7

Wiarh Glover says:

A's 'fought' way to top
It took a group of trouble-ridden Oakland A i to prove that
the "Miracle Meta" were only human.
The Oakland ball club won baseball's World Championship
. in Sunday's seventh and final game of the World Series by a
5-2 count over a tough New York team.
The remarkable aspect about this triumph is that it was
accomplished under the most trying conditions. During the
nine-day happening, the Oakland team was riddled with
enough controversy to last a decade.
The A's flare-ups rivaled those of a team in Washington in
magnitude. The two teams seemed to be competing for
headlines all week
THE OUTFIT in Washington is run by a man named
Nixon In Oakland, the leader is known as Charlie Finley
Both men had their troubles last week.
It was Finley who came through the beat in better shape
Somehow, his Oakland team snook off a number of bitter
events (generated mainly by Finley himself) and buried a
brash, determined New York squad.
The question is this; how did they do it? The answer is
Reggie Jackson, the series' most valuable player.
The A's flew into Oakland last Friday down 3-2 in the best
of the seven games series. On Saturday. Reggie Jackson
took command of the proceedings.
In Saturday's game, a must win for Oakland at the time.
Jackson tagged Met starter Tom Seaver for a pair of
doubles. Both hits drove in runs, and the second one gave
Seaver a trip to an early shower. Jackson scored a third run
by tagging up on a fly ball while on third base.
A's pitcher Jim Hunter allowed only one run and the 3-1
Oakland victory set up the seventh day confrontation.

Jackson's greatest act was his tribute to manager Dick
Williams. "He taught me how to relax for these last two
games." said the smiling outfielder during a television
interview.
The meaning of this statement can only be understood
when considering its background Williams made public
before the game that be was leaving the Oakland
organization after this year.
EVEN MORE ironic is the fact that Jackson and Williams
were feuding earlier in the regular season about how the A's
should be run At that time. Jackson let it be known that he
wished to be traded.
Therefore, it seemed only right that this season should end
with the all-star outfielder hugging the departing Williams.
One painful regret Willie Mays didn't gel his last hurrah
on a championship team It would have been nice to see the
great legend in the winning clubhouse
As for the A's. the team will undergo some violent
changes during the winter months
It seems very sad that such a fine unit will lose some of its
most important personnel
WILL REGGIE Jackson leave Oakland" Will Charlie
Finley go on another one of his trading sprees?
Where will Dick Williams go? Whether the pressure of the
job in Oakland caused the exit of the A's manager is hard to
say. The heat of constant controversy while working for
Finley is a lot to take for any man.

By Dan Gartield
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon soccer squad
put on a dazzling performance Saturday against
the state's No. 1-ranked
team. Cleveland State
11'SI' ■. blasting the Vikings.
5-1. before the largest BG
crowd of the season
Attracting fans going to
the Homecoming football
game, the lit; booters displayed
spectacular
defensive plays and some
timely offensive breakaways

Then it was all downhill for the A's Oakland starter Ken
Hollzman received relief help from Darold Knowles and
Rollie Ringers Oakland added a run and the Mets added
two

"We tBGl just had one of
those perfect days." said
winning coach Mickey
Cochrane. "Everything we
talked about and everything
we said we had to do to win
worked well for us "

THE FINAL out settled into the sure glove of Oakland
shortstop Bert Campaneris. The 5-2 triumph brought the
usual mad scene at the pitcher's mound with most of the
players barely escaping with their lives. Fans tend to love
their team to death after a World Championship.

Oakland

A's

ourfioWor

CHECK OUT OUR NKHTLY SPECIALS
FOR '1.99 ■ "SECONDS ON US"
MON.- FISH FRY
TUES. - SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS
WED. • DEEP SEA DINNER
THUR. • ROAST TURKEY GOBBLE
FRI. - CLAM FRY
«

162 8 E. WOOSTIR - 332-O709

PUT WINGS ON
YOUR COLLEGE
DEGREE
Your professional flying
career could start
with a phone call
The United States Air Force offers some unique
career starting advantages to college graduates
between 20'/j and 26</i years old. After graduation from Officer Training School you'll earn over
$9,800 per year while attending flight training:
automatic increases plus promotion in rank can
raise your income to $16,000 during your service
career. And you'll acquire valuable training and
experience that will pay off in civilian life . . . like
a head start on a flying career ... or impressive
leadership and million-dollar responsibility credentials to go with your degree. Benefits include
30 days paid vacation annually, free world-wide
air travel, medical care and much more. Call now
for more information without obligation:

Swtte Mr fen tenter «
■*Mte I Ante, Ocl M125 frta I UL-S IA
■ th* SW«rt Services hiM*

toggle

Jackson

understandably happy after winning the

is

MMI

Valuable Mayor award for his play in tho World
Sories. Jackson dominated tho last two gam., in
tho host of seven games sories by driving in four
runs and making several sparkling catches in tho

field.

IS YOUR MEAL TICKET
NOT GETTING IT?

Oovoland Stato playod at Bowling Groon. Tho Falcon* boat tho Vikings, who
camt into tho match ratod as tho top toam in Ohio, by a 5-1 count.

Booters topple Vikings

Met hurler John Matlack delivered a curve ball to the
waiting Jackson and then it happened, a blast. For all I
know, the ball may still be moving somewhere in the upper
stratosphere.
Jackson didn't even bother to move after the swing, as is
his custom. After all. one likes to stand back and watch the
ball leave the park before going through the ceremony of
rounding the bases
After the Jackson clout, pitcher Matlack made his own
exit from the premises.

Jackson played the last three weeks of the regular season
knowing this and tnroughout the entire post-season play for
the championship FBI men accompanied him to most of the
games

A Falcon bootor loans into a kkk during Saturday's toccor match against

Kicks

JACKSON took up Sunday where be left off the day before.
He made a diving stab at a drive in centerf ield in the second
inning The catch saved a potential double.
In the last half of the third inning, little Bert Campanerls
hit a two-run homer that barely cleared the wall giving the
A's a 2-0 lead. After Joe Rudi singled, Jackson gave
Campaneris a lesson on how a borne run should be hit.

In the frenzied Oakland clubhouse, a cool Reggie
Jackson told it like it was. He revealed the fact that his life
had been threatened earlier in the year. The warning said
that if Jackson played in the playoffs, he would be killed.

Pp* WrStVnVw) &f CaBTl ]

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send lot you! up to dale. 160 page
mail oidei catalog Enclose it 00
to covet postage (delivery time is
I to 2 days)
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC
11941 WIISHIK BlVD . SUITE r?
10S UIGEtES. CUII 9002b
(2l3l«77M74oi4;;549J

Hayden was on the scoring
end of a Tim Davis pass,
making BG a 2-0 leader over
the stunned Vikings at halftime.

Davis highlighted the
exploding BG offense the
rest of the game, taking a
pass from Hayden in front of

"They (CSU) were frustrated throughout the first
half, making mistakes."
said Cochrane "We (BG)
created our own breaks just
being at the right place at
the right time.
"WE EXPECTED Cleveland State to be ready to
play after half-time, but in
order to win we had to score
the first goal right away
after the break."
Cotton again came
through with his second goal
of the day. putting the
Falcons ahead by three
goals.

Cleveland State s solo goal
came late in the contest,
when Hugo I n/.n scored
for the Vikings.
Now 5-1 on the year, the
Falcons could move into
Ohio's No 1 position.
the CSU goal and sending it
past goalie Ihor Zyga.
Six minutes later at 31:18.
Davis again scored when a
Hayden shot deflected off
the CSU goalie, giving the

The Falcons drew first
blood early in the game
when Rich Cotton took a
pass iloin Bart Hayden in
front of the CSU net and
rammed it home for the
score.
Midway in the first half.

J & G Pizza & Restaurant
The Best Pizza
& Greek Food In Town:
Open Hours 4 p.m. to 1 a.m
Fit, Sat. til 2:00 a.m.
440 E. COURT ST. - RIGHT ACROSS
FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.
FOR CARRY OUT — 353-8563
Entertainment Thurs. & Fri. Night

iiiiy
JOLEN
CREME
BLEACH
Marvelously
safe cosmetic
to quickly lighten
excess hair on the
face, arms and legs.
JCB turns dark hair
pale blond to blend
with your own skin
tones. Try it now!

Powder Puff
525 Ridge
" ^McDonald West

29-year-old BG star a clean
shot for the score
"Cleveland State didn't
come ready to play." said'
the Falcon mentor "They
just came off a great week,
tying St Louis and whipping
Toledo, and they weren't
ready for us "

"We could be the number
one team." said Cochrane
"Akron lost 2-1 to tough
Howard II . so we could
move into the top spot, or
most likely No. 2."

■■■MM f I ■ MMM Ml Mi M

Kenny White

Apathy spurs Falcons' decline
Shortly after the last whittle had sounded ending the BO
Miami Homecoming headliner last Saturday afternoon, a
very disgusted fan stopped me near the team lockerroom
and made an astute comment claiming the Falcons and Poe
Ditch have one thing in common- -they stink.
Such responses became prevalent among the 22.160
spectators, who for 60 minutes watched their heroes lose a
31-8 game to the Redskins along with aspirations ol winning
the league crown.
Right now fans are confused about the turnabout of what
was supposed to be a contender with championship
potential. They I the fans I are just a few martinis away from
becoming a lynching mob after seeing a possible trip to the
Sunshine State go down the drain again.
An explanation is due the public because myself and other
highly respected scribes picked the Falcons to be one of the
better outfits in the Mid-American Conference (MAC) along
with challenging incumbent Kent State for the league
crown
DURING the summer training camp. I saw a team that
would be exciting, excellent on defense and capable of
putting points on the scoreboard. A team that would not beat
itself
I did not see this team's potential during the summer preparations for the autumn grind I saw its pure talent The
Falcons without a doubt would probably field their best unit
with excellent talent at the skilled positions
The Falcons also would have fun playing the game in their
quest for the league crown while also entertaining the fans
and drawing huge crowds into stadiums to witness their new
look
And somehow, now. it's all gone.

One thing is for sure and it's no secret to anyone-the
whole BG football program is out on the field. It will take
some time for the coaching staff to formulate another
league contender once graduation depletes this year's team.
But after Saturday's escapades with Miami, one has to
wonder about the plight of the Falcons who have seemed to
get progressively worse in their last three outings
EXCUSES CAN be wiped completely Ir mi the slate
because there was no semblance of a team effort against the
Hedskins who to put it plainly, defeated the Falcons very
soundly.
Speculation around Orange Country has it that toe
gridders are trying to cash in on a golden hit which they
made famous during the 1971 campaign. After getting off to
a booming beginning, the Falcons finished with a thud.
Championship hopes went down the drain.
The golden oldie-'Swan Dive 73"--is under a new label.
The lyrics are the same and seem to gleam ever so brightly
as the Falcons head into the latter stages of the campaign
with Marshall. Ohio University. Eastern Michigan and
Northern Illinois.
During the last four games of the 1971 season, the Falcons
could only manage a win over Texas-Arlington while
dropping the other three games to mediocre teams.
Probably the most embarrassing losses in Falcon history
came at the hands of Marshall and Xavier Universities.
Xavier, who had not beaten a major college team in 29
games, lambasted BG. 42-27.
Marshall, a rebuilt team comprised of mostly freshmen
and sophomores after a plane crash the year before claimed
the lives of its entire squad, surprised the Falcons at their

homecoming with a 12-10 triumph.
Lack of motivation on the part of the whole outfit seems to
be the big villian of the team right now. The Falcons have
been in the money games this year but it just seems they
played the games (Kent. Miami) to see if they compared
personnel-wise with the other teams.
IN GAMES which should have you sky high lor football,
the Falcons have failed to glisten and look like league
champs which was visioned by many scribes.
In essence, the Falcons are going through the motions in a
very precarious situation with the outcome being very bleek
and dim.
The big question now is can history repeat itself?
It's true that the Falcons have had their share of injuries
to key personnel through the campaign. But it (BGl was a
good team with adequate depth even after graduation took
its toll on a team which should have taken all the marbles
last year.
There were areas of great concern on the team such as the
offensive line, quarterback, the interior defensive line and
the kicking game which all appeared to be patched
temporarily when the season began.
But with all the personnel maneuvers during the summer
sessions, the enthusiasm ran high for the '73 football season
During the lirst four weeks the Falcons resembled world
beaters as they literally played never give-up football
In last Saturday's game, the Falcons seemed to be just out
on the field while the Miami contigent showed why they are
nationally-ranked among the nation's best teams
BUT STILL, it's a little hard to explain how a team can
start the season as world beaters and then transform into a

Redskins slaughter
'spiritless' Falcons
By Jack O'Brexa
Executive Sports Editor
Miami musl have received
the word that this year's
Thanksgiving bird would
cost double of what it did
last year.
The Redskins decided to
bag their holiday bird a few
weeks early. The Falcons
were it. Miami went on the
warpath and took Bowling
Green to a 31-6 slaughter at
DoytL Perry Field
A homecoming day crowd
of 22,160 persons watched
the Mid-American Conference I MAC! .football
mismatch.
Falcon head coach Don
Nehlen summed up his
team's performance in one
word: "terrible."
"It looked like they {the
Falcons) didn't want to
play." said Nehlen "We
just didn't have anybody in
there lighting "
THREE MIAMI running
backs gained over 100 yards
rushing as the Redskins

MAC
TEAM
Kent Slate
Miami
BG
Western Mu-h
Toledo
Ohio I'm

W
1
2
...1
1
1
0

LAIX
0 5-1
0 6-0
; 4-i
2 5-2
2 3-3
3 1-4

piled up 380 net yards on the
ground Bob Hitchens had
122 yards in 18 carries.
Teammates Chuck Varner
and Sherman Smith had 135
and 101 yards, respectively.
"It was a good game,
probably our best one." said
Miami head coach Bill
Mallory. "We had some
penalties that were costly,
but take them out and we
played a real good game We
had those penalties, but we
kept our poise and
composure."
The Redskins were
penalized 119 yards during
the contest.
However, the story of the
game was not in the
penalties assessed against
Miami but the mysterious
playol the Falcons
Bowling Green trailed 10-3
at the half In the third
quarter, Miami quarterback
Steve Sanna fumbled the
ball in the end zone The ball
was recovered by Redskin
tackle Bob Cale for a safety.
If a Falcon player would
have recovered the lose ball
it would have resulted in a
BG touchdown instead of a
Miami safety.
The Falcons took the
ensuing kickoff and drove to
the Redskins 19-yard line A
third down pass from Heid
Lamport to Roger Wallace
was incomplete. On fourth
down. Don Taylor kicked a
37-yard field goal to pull the
Falcons within two points of
Miami at 10-8.

The Redskins as predicted
swept the championship for

contest
Several Bowling Green
players didn't play the
entire game due to injuries
they sustained during the
contest Tailback Paul Miles
was sidelined late in the
third quarter because ol an
aggravated thigh injury.
Safety Tony Bell left the
battle in the middle of the
second quarter with an
ankle injury
"Miles got hurt Thursday
night in practice." said
Nehlen. "Up until then he
was as healthy as he's ever
been. I felt I had lo get him
out of there."
Miles gained 52 yards
rushing in 17 attempts. As a
result, he fell behind
Miami's Hitchens 2.894 to
2.861 yards in their battle for
the league all-time career
rushing mark.
The loss dropped the
Falcons
from
the
conference
championship
picture BG is 4-2 overall
and 2-2 in the MAC Miami
remains unbeaten after six
games The Hedskins are 2-0
in league action Kent State
leads the MAC title chase
with a 3-0 slate.

The BG News

k5 PORTS

the second straight year.
The heavily favored Skins
finished in second, third,
seventh, eighth and ninth
positions for a stunning 29
points, 66 points ahead of
second-place sleeper Ashland College.
The Falcons took down
thud place, one step lower
than last year, with this
year's toUl running up to 108
points.
Now. the race of the year
faces the Falcons, when all
10 Mid-American squads
gather in Athens. Ohio. Nov.
3 for the 28th running of the
MAC Championships.
Miami, the defending
champion, will have their
hands full with newcomers
Eastern Michigan and Ball
State.
Defending individual winner Gordon Minty will be
tried again this year by last
year's runner-up Craig Macdonald-GARFIELD

WILLIAMS made his poignant and dramatic
announcement moments
after his colorful A's had
beaten the New York Mets
5-2 in the seventh and
deciding game of the World
Series
Rumors were rampant
that be was headed for New
York to try to rebuild the
dynasty of the once-great
Yankees.
"Honestly. I have not
talked to the Yankees and
they nave not talked to me.

But I would love to manage
for the Yankees A man
would have to be out of his
mind not to want to be wihh
that team "
From a close source, it
was learned that Williams
had been given permission
to talk to the Yankees
heirarchy over the possibility of his succeeding
Ralph Houk. who resigned
after 11 years as manager to
take over as manager of the
Detroit Tigers.
BASEBALL

has sticky

Fog* I
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Who gets
the blame?
The 1973 football season was supposed to be the "Year of
the Team" at Bowling Green. This was the year the Falcons
were going to win the Mid-American Conference championship
What a farce to say the least
LAST SATURDAY, before the alumni, the Falcon football
team played probably its worst game of the season The
competition. Miami's nationally-ranked Redskins, was
awesome The Falcons were pitiful.
Miami has a fine football team Unfortunately, the
Falcons were not ready to play them Apparently they had
given up hope for a share of the league title after their 21-7
loss to Kent State the previous week
A bewildered Bowling Green coacb Don Nehlen held his
post-game press conference in which he literally tore his
team apart for its effort against Miami.
Miami Redskins' tailback Bob Hitchens lakes
a break during last Saturday's action at Deyt
I. Perry Field. Hitchens rushed for 122 yards,
temporarily passing Falcon rusher Paul Miles
for the all-time MAC rushing lead.

AT TIMES during the interview. Nehlen appeared on the
verge of tears. He was a victim of circumstances. Nehlen
found himself the commander of a sinking ship
The pressure was on Nehlen to produce a champion For
two years all the public received was promises and two
second place finishes. This season was to be different BG
was going to win the crown it so desperately sought.
Unfortunately, the 1973 football season will be different
than the past two years The Falcons will not even finish
second in the league. A pitiful end for the super sophomore
class of 1971

Williams bids farewell
to winning combination
OAKLAND (AP) - Dick
Williams quit Sunday as
manager of the Oakland
Athletics at the height of the
team's glory-and he said he
was both happy and sad.
"There is no way I can describe the thrill of winning
my second World Series."
he said in the bedlam of the
A's winning dressing room.
But in my heart, it is a sad
thing for me.
"I am leaving for personal
reasons and not out of any
dissatisfaction over my
relations with Mr. FinleyCharles O Finley, owner of
the A's. He has been
wonderful to me I have
nothing but the highest
regard for him."

Harriers garner
third piace spot
Bowling Green's distance
ace Craig Macdonald put on
a spectacular running
display at the All-Ohio
Championships at Oxford,
winning the five-mile event
in record fashion
Crossing the tape at
24:409, Macdonald established a new Western College-course record i Miami's
course), enroute to his
second straight championship
Miami, as predicted,
carried off the team title in
high fashion, with a score of
29 points, as all five runners
for the Redskins landed in
the top 10 of the scoring
Bowling Green grouped
together four men at 23rd,
25th, 27th and 30th places,
good enough for third place.
Ashland College took runner-up honors with 95 points.
11 ahead of BG s 10* total

"WHEN WE got that
safety and field goal in the
third quarter. I'd have
thought we would have had
60 guys really excited." said
Nehlen "But we were
lifeless. The only ones who
were excited were the
coaches "
"As a coach, you can only
do so much hell raising.
Somebody has got to take It
by the horns and do
something about it A coach
can only do so much," he
added "Our guys just didn't
look overly excited about
anything "
At one point in the middle
of the third quarter. Bowling
Green tried to stop a Miami
scoring drive with an extra
player on the field. It didn't
work. The only reward the
Falcons received was a
penalty for illegal
procedure-half the distance
to the goal for having 12
players instead of 11 on the
field.
To add insult to injury.
Miami's Varner took a bad
snap from center on a punt
and raced 45 yards for the
game's final touchdown with
2 45 left to play in the

group which just seems to be going through the motions on
the field
The season in all reality was over for BG when they
dropped a 21-7 decision to Kent State. Much of the
effervescence was destroyed from a team which took pride
in team accomplishments rather than individual honors
Now that second place in the league standings appears to
be an even greater longsbot for the Falcon*, there is no
telling where the mid-season transformation will leave the
team.
There also is much talk that even though the Falcons are
losing games, they still are the best team on the field. In
addition, some people say their effort should be cited in a
loss But. all the accolades are showing up in the loss
column.
Probably the biggest task facing not only the coaches but
the players is getting motivated for the remaining four
games of a season which holds no rewards for the Falcons.
It is possible that BG can end up the year losing their last
four games which are against teams which will be gunning
for them. And if that happens once again, the excuses
probably will be that it's nobody's fault for the demise of the
team.
Funny thing though, there's not any player or coach on the
BG roster that goes by the name of Nobody.
II this club is destined to finish the year on the winning
edge, it's going to have to pull itself together. It's going to
take the whole team, the coaches and the fans.
Head coach Don Nehlen must immediately make football
: uri again for his club, restore the recklessness and abandon
that will entertain the fans and win games It's a big job. but
one which needs to be done.
The alternative is disaster

rules about tampering with
managerial or player talent
when a person is under
contract to another team.
Williams said he made his
decision to leave the A's in
mid-season and gave the
news to hi team in a secret
meeting last week in New
York
He said that Finley ad
urged him to stay.
There was wide speculation about who might be
Williams' successor with the
world champion team. Irv
Noren. a coach of the A's.

was given some consideration and the names of
Ted Williams. Dave Bristol.
Frank Robinson and Maury
Wills have been mentioned
Williams will consider his
future in baseball over the
winter months at his home
. in Rivera Beach. Florida.

SOME people have already begun to call for Nehlen's
head. They want Nehlen to resign or be fired. They're
apparently not satisfied with the job he has done in bis sixyear reign as head coach
But is it the coach's fault when a team does not want to
play the football it is capable of playing'' The cliche goes.
"You can lead a horse to water but you can't make it drink."
Did Nehlen do his best to get the Falcons mentally
prepared to play the Redskins? His appearance and
comments after the game would seem to indicate that he did
give it his all. The individual team members apparently
didn't care anymore.
Do you fire a coach because his team gives-up" How about
firing the team instead?
-I
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- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Cheps
Full Course Family
Dkuer
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Ties, thru Sat.
7:31-1
Sundays 7:38 - 7:M
tli EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
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Ki
open 7:30am to900pm
Mon. thru Fri.

MYCtfiVMG:
in by 10:00 A.M.
out by 4:00 P.M.

The piict to sent!
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dirts.
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